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Abstract

Results of wind tunnel tests of a 12-meter-

diameter rotor utilizing multicyclic jet-flap control

deflection are presented. Analyses of these results

are shown, and experimental transfer functions are

determined by which optimal control vectors are

developed. These vectors are calculated to eliminate

specific harmonic bending stresses, minimize rms

levels (a measure of the peak-to-peak stresses), or

minimize vertical vibratory loads that would be

transmitted to *_-_.= fuselage.

Although the specific results and the ideal

control vectors presented are for a specific jet-flap

driven rotor, the method employed for the analyses

is applicable to similar investigations. A discus-

sion of possible alternative methods of malticyclic

control by mechanical flaps or nonpropulsive jet-

flaps is presented.
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matrix elements

number of blades

chord of blades

blade section lift coefficient

increment of blade section lift coeffi-

cient due to malticyclic jet-flap

deflection

rotor average lift coefficient {6CLR/U)

rotor lift coefficient (L/P(flR)ZbcR)

rotor propulsive force coefficient

(X/0 (RR) 2bcR)

rotor side-force coefficient

(Y/o (fiR)2bcR)

forces measured below the rotor hub

rotor lift

rotor radius

transfer matrix

forward flight velocity

cosine component of the summation of
forces F for the nth harmonic

sine component of the summation of

forces F for the nth harmonic

rotor propulsive force

rotor side force

rotor shaft axis inclination

jet-flap deflection angle

i tan_ 1
05p (63s/63C) azimuth angles for max-

1

tan -I (64s/64c)| - imum deflectione4p

o blade bending stress (or rotor solidity

for rotor coefficient definitions)

p air density

azimuth position

fl rotor rotational velocity

Subscripts

c cosine

m variable parts

p primary control
s sine

O, i, 2, 3 . . .n harmonic number

Superscript

T transpose of matrix or vector

(Units are as noted, or such as to produce unitless

coefficients.)

Introduction

To achieve its full potential as the most

effective VTOL aircraft, the helicopter must dras-

tically reduce its characteristic vibrations and

attendant high maintenance costs. As shown in

Reference I, helicopter maintenance costs are twice

those of fixed-wing aircraft of the same empty

weight. With the same basic elements --engines,

gear boxes, pumps, propellers, and avionics equip-

ment -- in both aircraft, this difference is

assuredly traceable to the high vibration environ-

ment of helicopter components. Coping with this

environment, helicopter designers are forced to

provide heavier systems, which result in higher

ratios of empty weight to payload. These ratios

combine to yield maintenance costs per unit payload

that are greater than twice those of fixed-wing

aircraft. The relationship between osciiiatlr_

loads --hence vibration --and maintenance costs

has been dramatically demonstrated and reported in

Reference 2. As shown in that report, the Sikorsky

bifilar system reduced rotor-induced vibratory loads

by 54.3%, which in turn reduced failure rates so

that 48% fewer replacement parts were required, and
overall maintenance costs were reduced by 58.5%.

Many vibration suppression systems are being

investigated by various groups. These systems are

characterized as either absorption, isolation, or

active control. The multicyclic jet-flap control

is an active control system, which controls or

modulates the oscillating loads at their source,

that is, on the blades themselves. That we can

effectively change the loading distribution of a

helicopter rotor in forward flight so as to reduce

cyclic blade stress variations, or to reduce vibra-

tory loads transmitted to the fuselage, has been

demonstrated by large-scale wind tunnel tests of

the Giravions Dorand jet-flap rotor at Ames Research

Center. The rotor, its design, and performance

characteristics have been reported on in Refer-

ences 5 and 4. Its supporting wind tunnel test

equipment and some of the results of the multicyclic

load alleviation tests were presented in Reference 5.

Some of that multicyclic test data will be shown

herein also.
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The main purpose of this paper is to show the
method used to analyze the multivariable data, and

how it is possible to develop several "ideal" con-

trol schedules or vectors to achieve specific blade
stress and vibratory load reductions. A simplified

analysis of the results is presented, indicating
that multicyclic systems that do not employ propul-
sive jet-flaps may be feasible.

Rotor and Test Apparatus

The Dorand Rotor is two-bladed, with a teetering
hub and offset blade coning hinges, but no feather-

ing hinges. The rotor is driven in rotationby a
jet-flap, of the blown mechanical flap type, on the
outer 30% of the blade radius. The mechanical flaps
are deflected by a swash-plate and cam system, which

provided both collective and harmonic control.
Swash-plate tilt provided the lougitudln_l and !_t-
eral control, whereas the cams introduced second,
third and fourth harmonic variations. The rotor is

shown, mounted in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-ft wind

tunnel, in Figure i. Further details of the rotor
and test apparatus are given in References 3, 4, 5,
and 6.

Results and Analysis

The wind tunnel tests, their range and the
modi operandi, are described in Reference 6. The
tests simulated forward flight conditions at blade-
loading coefficients CLR/a somewhat greater than
conventional rotors employ.

Figures 2 and 3 (taken from Reference 5) show
some typical results from the multicyclic tests.
Figure 2 shows three sets of jet-flap deflection

angle and blade-bending stresses with and without
multicyclic control. Some control distortion is
affecting the "without multicyclic control" in that

the deflection is not purely sinusoidal. The basic
bending stresses are predominantly three per revolu-

tion (SP), typical for a relatively stiff, heavy
blade. The peak-to-peak stress reductions are 29,
21, and 36%. Figure 3 shows the effect of the

multlcyclic control on the forces below the hub in
the nonrotating system: on the left, traces for
three vertical force transducers for the condition

of zero multicy¢lic control; on the right, traces
for the same transducers for multicy¢lic control
applied.

These tests produced data for a large number of
flight conditions and multicyclic deflection com-
binations. More of these data are presented in
Reference 6, which includes both time histories and
harmonic coefficients of blade-bending stress, ver-
tical forces, and jet-flap deflection.

Blade-Bending Stresses

As discussed in Reference 5, the relationships
between the time histories of jet-flap deflections

and the resulting blade-bending,stresses can be
expressed by a transfer matrix. The time histories

*This method of analysis was first suggested and
developed by Dr. Jean-Noel Aubrun of Giravions
Dorand.

of jet-flap deflection and blade-bending stress are
both expressed as harmonic series. If the harmonic
coefficients of the stress variation (Eq. 1) are
related to the jet-flap deflection harmonic coeffi-
cients (Eq. 2), as shown in Eq. 3, they can be
expressed in the matrix form as in Eq. 4.
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The last term of Eq. 3 and the last column of the
transfer matrix represent the harmonics of stress,
which are due to the flight condition. With the
column matrices or vectors of the harmonic contents
of jet-flap deflection and blade stresses known for

several conditions, computer routines can solve for
the transfer matrix elements.

A sample result of this method was shown in
Reference 5, together with correlation plots showing

very good agreement between stresses calculated
using the transfer matrix and measured stresses.

The matrix, based on 15 flight conditions, showed
large amounts of interharmonic coupling, particularly
for the third and fourth harmonics of stress.

It is apparent from Eq. 4 that it is possible
to determine multicyclic jet-flap deflection ampli-
tudes that will eliminate the corresponding higher
harmonic stress coefficients. These higher harmonic
stress terms are set to zero and the equation is
then solved for the required jet-flap deflection
coefficients. These coefficients will be hereinafter
called the "ideal harmonic control vector." Refer-

ence 6 presents some of these control vectors.

Although the objective of zero higher harmonic
stresses was achieved, the requisite multicyclic

jet-flap deflections produced different amounts of
IP stresses and, in some instances, the peak-to-
peak stresses were increased. The changes in IP
stresses Imply a change in the rotor's thrust and

inplane forces. (Note that the ideal harmonic
control vector as determined in Eq. 4 may be consi-
dered to be for "fixed stick" conditions as existed
in the wind tunnel tests.) Therefore, a second
transfer matrix (Eq. S) was defined as shown below.
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Notice that the columns of the transfer matrix

and the elements of the control vector have been

rearranged. The first column represents stress
levels for the condition of zero rotor _.a£_ ;--"-'-

ation, zero rotor force coefficients, and no jet-flap

deflections. The second through fourth columns

represent the changes in stress level due to rotor

angle of attack and the rotor's force coefficients.

The remaining columns correspond to stress deriva-

tives with respect to the multicyclic jet-flap

deflections. The control vector has been realigned

to reflect the column changes. Note that the matrix

elements are no longer defined by Eq. 5, but by

Eq. 5 itself, and the basic "collective" and "IP

cyclic" terms have now been replaced by the rotor's

force coefficients, CLR/_, CXR/O and CYR/O (multi-

plied by 10 3 for numerical convenience). This can

be considered the transfer matrix for "fixed flight"
conditions. Correlations for this matrix are not

as good as those for the "fixed stick" conditions,

probably because of the greater scatter in the force

data. However, for " ........ ''=--" +_"

lation is very good, co)_able to the iS-test con-

dition correlation shown b Reference 5.

The matrix, based on 30 flight conditions, is

shown in Figure 4. Again, it is possible to deter-

mine multicyclic jet-flap deflections to produce

zero higher harmonic stresses. These deflections

also define an ideal harmonic control vector, this

time for fixed flight conditions. Although the 1P

stresses may still change, and the peak-to-peak

stress increase, the rotor's force output is

unchanged, at least to the accuracy of the basic

methodology.

While elimination of a particular harmonic, or

all higher harmonics of stress, may be beneficial,

it may be more desirable to reduce other stress

parameters, such as the root-mean-square, or the

peak-to-peak values. It is difficult to relate

peak-to-peak values to the harmonic coefficients,

and the iterative algorithm necessary to affect

peak-to-peak minimization would be considerably

more complex, for example, than one to minimize the

root-mean-square values. The rms value of the

variable portion of the stresses will be minimized

when the sum of the squares of the harmonic coeffi-

cients is also minimized. This sum is given by

4

°m °m=Z Con/+°n/)
I

This product will be minimized when the molticyclic

deflections are given by

_irms = - (TTTm) -1 (TmTTp) 6p (7)

where irma indicates an ideal root-mean-square, and

the mtrices and vectors are defined by partitioning

Eq. 5, as shown below:
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These ideal vectors have also been calculated

for the 50 cases with resultant rms reductions

between 40 and 66_. Figure 5 shows a few of these

cases, with stress calculated for "zero" multicyclic.

These stresses have been, in effect, extrapolated,

whereas the data in Figure 2 were measured. As

indicated on the figure, the ideal ms control also

reduced peak-to-peak stresses. For the 30 cases

investigated, the ideal rms control vectors reduced

peak-to-peak stresses from 39 to 65_.

The ideal mlticyclic vectors given by Eq. 7

are a function of the flight condition as defined

by shaft axis inclination, advance ratio, and the

rotor's lift, propulsive, and side-force coeffi-

cients. The eie_ents 0£ Lhese -" -- _...........

vectors have been plotted against propulsive force

coefficient in Figure 5. Different symbols denote

the corresponding lift coefficient levels. The

effects of CLI_O and Cxlblo and shaft axis inclin-

ation are quite apparent. (The range of side-force
coefficients was insufficient to deduce its effect.)

The third and fourth harmonics were quite constant

in phase; hence, only their amplitudes have been

plotted. Note that these harmonics do not appear

sensitive to rotor lift coefficient.

Transmitted Vibration Forces

The rotor suspension system for the wind tunnel

tests incorporated a six-component balance and a

parallelogram support discussed in References 4

and 5. l'ne parallelogram support absorbed inplane

vibratory loads very effectively, so that the verti-

cal vibratory loads were the only ones of interest.

These loads are due to thrustwise hub shears in

combination with the motions of the hub due to the

parallelogram support. For this two-bladed rotor,

the transmitted loads contained only even-order

harmonics as shown in Figure 5. These loads may

also be related to the harmonics of the jet-flap

deflection by a transfer matrix, as shown by Eq. 8.

With this transfer matrix it is possible to
eliminate the second and fourth harmonics of the

vertical vibratory loads by the same procedures

used to eliminate the higher harmonic blade-bending

stresses if two of the harmonic components of the

control vector are specified. The resulting
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where

Vnc A (F 1 + F 2 + F3)nc

Vns __ (F1 + F 2 + F3)ns

deflection harmonic components would define ideal

vibration control vectors whose elements would depend

also on the flight condition. Such vectors have been

calculated for the third harmonic jet-flap deflec-

tions set to zero and are shown in Reference 6.

These vectors (calculated for 12 cases) show the

second and fourth control components to be constant

in phase, but they are significantly different in

phase and magnitude from the ideal stress control

vectors. As might be expected, the lack of third

harmonic jet-flap deflection, and a large fourth

harmonic requirement, resulted in very large third

harmonic blade stresses, when these ideal vibration

control vectors were input into Eq. 5.

When ideal rms (stress) control vectors are

input into Eq. 8, the vibratory loads sometime

increase. A sample case is shown in Figure 7.

Shown are the stress and vibratory loads for "zero"

multicyclic, the actual multicyclic used in the wind

tunnel test, and the ideal rms control vector. The

actual peak-to-peak stress reduction is 39% and the

ideal stress reduction is 47%. The ideal rms con-

trol vector increased the vibratory loads 78%, while

the actual control increased them by only 48%. The

upper portion of the figure shows the actual and

ideal multicyclic component amplitudes and phases.

The actual phases are quite close to the ideal

phases, but the actual third and fourth harmonics

are too low. It is also apparent, however, that

these third and fourth harmonics caused the increase

in vibratory loads.

It is apparent from the foregoing that some
sort of combined matrix is needed to effect reduc-

tions in both stress and vibratory loads. It would

not be possible to eliminate all of the harmonic

components since for this test rotor, we only have

six elements in the control vector, _2 , 62s

through _%. It is possible, however_ to eliminate
six of the response elements. For example, one may

select both harmonics of vibratory loads and the

third and fourth sine components of stress -- the

largest of the stress components - and construct a

transfer matrix such as shown below. The multicyclic

deflections required are determined by the solution

of this equation for the condition that V2c , V2s ,

V_c, V%, o3-s and O4s are all equal, to zero. The
remainder of the stress coefficlents and VO can be

determined from Eqs. 5 and 8 after the multicyclic

control vector has been evaluated.
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Of course, other ideal control vectors are also

possible, and these would depend quite obviously on

the particular rotor and flap control system and the

number of blades, etc. The blades' natural frequen-

cies, the position and extent of the flaps will all
sf _ .....

ber of blades will have a definite effect on the

harmonics of blade loads transmitted to the nonrota-

ting system; hence, the compromise between loads
and stress control would differ in each case. How-

ever, the basic method for analysis used herein

can be applied to any such investigation, experi-
mental or theoretical.

Multicyclic Lift Requirements

The results presented here correspond to a

specific jet-flap driven rotor. The question arises
to what extent other circulation control means would

permit a similar reduction of stress levels in the

blades and of vibratory loads. Such systems as

mechanical flaps, serve flaps controlling the twist

of the blades, low-powered jet-flaps, conventional

rotor blades having multicyclic control in addition

to swash-plate control may introduce multicyclic

lift effects and are, at least conceptually, capable

of producing some amount of stress and vibration

alleviation. This capability being assumed, the

problem then becomes one of degree rather than one

of nature. The systems differ only by their

unsteady flow characteristics but have to offer the

similar capability of producing high frequency lift

inputs up to at least the fourth harmonic of rotor

frequency. The remaining question is "How much
incremental lift is needed?"

There was no instrumentation on the blades to

determine the local lift variations, and had there

been, it would not be possible to determine the
amount due to the multicyclic jet-flap deflection

directly. However, knowing the jet-flap deflection

and the average jet momentum coefficient, it is

possible to calculate an incremental lift coeffi-

cient, assuming a nonvariant alpha. This has been

done for several of the wind tunnel test cases and

the Ac I ranged from ±0.12 to ±0.68 for the higher

harmonic components. Figure 8 shows the variation

of the local blade element coefficient Ac I for an

ideal rms control vector. The corresponding stress

reduction projected for this case would be 50%.

(Note that dc I is approximately ±0.68.) The figur

shows that the highest lift variation occurs on the

retreating blade, a fact that proves favorable for

the jet-flap, whose capability increases in low

Mach-number flows.
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It is believed that these magnitudes of 
are obtainable with low powered jet-flaps. 
that somewhat lesser incremental lift variations 
would be necessary for softer conventional rotor 
blades, multicyclic mechanical and/or servo-flap 
control appears feasible. 
underway also support this contention. 

The sensitivity of the blade stresses and 
vibration to multicyclic control and our present 
inability to predict harmonic loading, stresses, and 
and vibration, leads to tne desirability cf com- 
pletely automating multicyclic control such as would 
be attained by feedback control systems. The Gira- 
vions Dorand firm is engaged in a basic research 
program to develop such a feedback system and early 
results are quite encouraging. 

Acl 
Assuming 

Two study contracts 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Wind tunnel tests of a jet-flap rotor simulat- 
ing forward flight have shown that it is possible 
to modulate the rotor's loading by means of a multi- 
cyclic control system so that mtor blade stresses 
and vibratory loads transmitted to the fuselage 
can be reduced. 
variable problem has been presented and several 
"ideal" control schedules are presented. The sched- 
ules themselves are applicable only to the specific 
jet-flap rotor tested, but the method of determining 
the schedules is applicable to similar systems. It 
was shown that it is not possible to eliminate all 
oscillatory blade-bending and vibratory loads with 
a system such as the test rotor, which had only 
three higher harmonics of azimuthal control. Such 
limited systems can, however, be used to eliminate 
specific selected harmonic component stress and 
vibration responses. 

A method of analyzing the multi- 

Figure 1. Jet-flap rotor in the Ames 40- by 8O-FoOt 
Wind Tunnel. 

A simplified estimate of the incremental lift 
coefficient being generated multicyclically by the 
test rotor indicates that similar rnulticyclic 
mechanical or low-powered jet-flaps could also be 
sucessful in reducing blade stresses or vibratory 
loads. 
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Figure 2. Effect of multicyclic jet-flap deflection 
on blade stresses. 
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Figure 7. Calculated blade stresses and vibratory

loads using equations S, 6, 7 and 8.
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